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Abstract-Network planning algorithms should, but do not
always, inherently consider outage mitigation in terms of switch
and

reserve

connection

placement.

This

paper

outlines

our

approach, which is close to optimum but not exhaustive, in that
the main aim is to accurately enough imbed outage mitigation in
the planning algorithm so that the lines are in the right place.
The methodology involves placing backup connections assuming
full

default

switch

placement,

and

then

upgrading

and

or

removing switches so as to maximize their cost benefit. Three
levels of switching are supported, two of which, network circuit
breakers and automatic load making disconnectors, fulfill the
smart paradigm,

so that we can assess the impact of such

switching on network topology and the rest of the switching,
which is manual.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

HE authors of this paper have been developing a

Tdistribution network planning algorithm for several years

and, as one of its important aspects, it was felt necessary to
devote a paper to describing how we deal with outage
mitigation, since reliability is an increasingly dominant driver
in network planning. The demands on a network planning
algorithm when generating close to optimal plans for real
distribution networks are countless. Our approach has been to
comprehensively consider the main cost drivers, the
parameterization of which is at best approximate, and devise
optimizing techniques that are adequate rather than
exhaustive. This is commensurate with our aim to deliver real
network plans in reasonable computation times that are as
accurate as, but not much more accurate than, the parameters
they are based on, in terms of their closeness to the theoretical
optimum solution.
To this end, the paper gives an overview of the planning
algorithm, its present range of application and its future
development goals, but focuses on the approach we have to
the sectionalization and protection of radially operated MV
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distribution networks, incorporating 3 levels of switches, and
full or optimal backup connections. The possible switch types
are: network circuit breakers (main circuit breakers on every
outgoing feeder from each primary substation are asswned as
default), remote or automatic switches, and manual switches.
It is assumed that the switches have load breaking and making
capacity, but only the circuit breakers (CB) can break and
make fault currents. The remote/automatic level of switching
in this paper is assumed to be fully automatic or smart, with an
operation time of 2 seconds. We do not discuss how
appropriate sectionalization of a network during a fault can be
achieved in 2 seconds or less in this paper, but assume that it
can. [1] provides some insight into this subject.
The network solutions are assumed to be radially operated,
even though some of them have full backup and appear
meshed. If the networks were to be operated with the open
points closed, i.e. as meshes, the protection would have to be
rethought, although the level of protection considered in this
paper enables the generation of networks with appropriate
topology and adequate dimensioning for meshed operation.
Many research teams have developed very advanced
algorithms for switch placement. The sentiments of the
authors in this paper very much concur with the approach
taken by [2], not in terms of the simulated annealing algorithm
they use to good effect, but in that they consider investment,
operation, maintenance as well as, of course, outage costs
when placing switch devices. The approach in [3] seems very
pragmatic, given that the authors have devised an efficient
method that would seem suitable, in terms of computation
time, for running inside a network planning algorithm. The
fact that we unashamedly imbed heurism might be frowned
upon by the authors of [3], who apply logical rules to tame the
computational expense of the Bellmann's principle, but we
like to think the heurism we apply is logical, and we leave it to
the reader to agree or disagree with our methodology. It
should be noted that in this paper we are optimally (note that
in our work optimum should be interpreted as close-to
optimum...) placing reserve connections (backup connections
or ties) and optimally placing 3 types of switching devices, in
the context of the coercion of an initial network to a
(reasonably-close-to) optimum final solution network.
Although we try to keep things simple by minimizing the
total costs of the solution network, regulation models may
encourage utilities to prioritize reliability. Minimizing energy
not supplied (ENS) is one step in this direction, and [4]
optimally locates normally closed switching devices to each
feeder to achieve this goal. The Ant Colony Optimization
978-1-4673-2868-5/12/$3l.00 ©2012 IEEE
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method is used in [5] to place sectionalizing switches in
distribution networks with distributed generation sources and a
genetic algorithm, which is often used in optimization
problems of this nature, is employed by [6] to place the
switches. The first author of [5] has also investigated the
optimal location of backup connections or ties using a genetic
algorithm in [7].
II.
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OVERVIEW OF A DISTRIBUTION NETWORK PLANNING
ALGORITHM

In a nutshell, the network planning algorithm spends some
time generating an initial network, which is then modified by a
smorgasbord of network modifying functions, ranging from
simple branch exchange routines to elaborate functions that
make several simultaneous changes in a general form but with
limited reach, check for specific conditions with a wider reach,
and kick the network with controlled and random kicking
functions (optional) to ensure global optimization. The context
in which we cover the topic of this paper is the most central
function of the algorithm, which transforms a set of pairs that
define a feasible radial network into a fully or optimally
looped network with full or optimal levels of switching, with
optimal open points for radial operation of the network. The
position this function, PairsToNetwork, occupies in the overall
algorithm in its MV manifestation is shown in Fig. 1, and the
sets of functions it calls, outage cost computation, reserve
connections and switch optimization, are the main focus of
this paper.
While the MV network is still in most respects the most
significant part of the distribution network in terms of its
impact on reliability and is the focus of this paper, the
algorithm has also been developed to cope with LV networks
according to two design philosophies, i.e., with or without
optimally located connection nodes (e.g., cable boxes), and
MV-LV, which includes the optimal location of secondary
substations. As far as protection is concerned, the same basic
philosophy is employed as far as optimally protecting the
trunk LV network that connects the connection nodes, with the
assumption of fused or CB protected radial LV feeders to
individual customers.
The other development that should be mentioned is that the
algorithm can cope with microgrids [8] and is currently being
developed to fully cope with prosumer nodes at both the MV
and LV level.
III.

OUTAGE COST COMPUTATION

At this point of the planning algorithm, a radial network
has been constructed and cost in terms of running and
investment costs. It is at this point that we go into the
workings of the algorithm in more depth. The outage costs are
first computed for the radial network with full default
switching at each end of each line section and primary
substation circuit breakers on each outgoing feeder, but no
reserve connections.
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Fig. 1. Overview of an MY network planning algorithm

This means that the customers upstream from a fault lose
their supply for the default switching time and customers
downstream for the switching plus repair time. The outage
costs are calculated with CIC (customer interruption cost)
values that are weighted according to each LV customer's
consumption and averaged at their feeding secondary
substation. The customer interruption costs are given in terms
of a cost per interruption (€ / kW / interruption) and a cost for
energy not supplied (€ / kWh). The CIC values in the Nordic
region are based on maximum demand.
Average permanent fault and reclosing frequencies are used
to assess the full outage cost. These values can be map
derived, to include the influence of terrain types, but at the
moment we assume constant fault frequencies over the life of
the lines, rather than a bathtub curve that reflects higher failure
rates in aging equipment. Different failure rates can be given
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to eXlstmg network, however, so at least the benefit in
reliability that new equipment may (or may not) bring is taken
to account when calculating when existing network should be
replaced.
Outage costing for a radial network with only one switch
type at each end of each line section is relatively straight
forward. One other significant point to make, though, is that if
a given secondary substation must receive backup, regardless
of cost, its feeding (upstream) line section has its repair time
artificially increased by several orders of magnitude. This is to
force a backup connection to the node (the possibility of being
fed from another line). If the entire network is to be fully
looped, the normal practice in urban environments, all repair
times are so increased.
This establishes a base cost for the radial network. From
this point on, changes to the network in the form of adding
reserve (backup) connections or switch modifications are
calculated in terms of their saving in the total cost of the
network, which includes investment, running and outage over
the entire review period, typically some 40 years.
IV.

RESERVE CONNECTIONS

First the feasible connections for reserve connection
placement are assessed. The reserve connections can only
connect nodes on separate main feeders, and there is also a
user condition that can force backup connections to only be
placed between feeders that are fed from different primary
substations. In early iterations if only optimal backup is
chosen, one end of each reserve connection should be
connected to a node that is at the end of a feeder. This
condition is relaxed in the [mal iterations if so doing brings
about an improvement in total costs, unless full backup is
required, in which case the end node stipulation for one end of
the reserve connections is kept.
The principle behind the placement of reserve connections
is to assess which of the feasible connections produces the
highest cost to benefit ratio. Noting that reserve connections
are placed on a network that has full default switching, the end
of the reserve connection that should be kept open is assessed,
and fitted with a default switch. The closed end is only given a
switch if it is cost effective or if full switching is user
stipulated.
The costing of the reserve connection has several
components. The rating of the reserve connection must cope
with the worst possible contingency, which is a fault near the
busbar of each affected feeder. The larger of the two main
feeder currents of the feeders receiving backup is used for the
rating of the reserve connection, and the backed up feeders are
themselves stiffened to cope with the burden of feeding the
other feeder during contingencies. This may mean larger
conductor cross-sections but if so, there is a slight benefit in
terms of lower loss costs in normal operation. This is also
taken into account. Naturally, if the largest available
conductor cross-section cannot handle the thermal burden
during contingencies, the candidate reserve connection is
discarded. Once the most cost-beneficial reserve connection
has been established, all the nodes that benefit are tagged as

having backup, so that they will not receive any further benefit
in that respect if they are affected by a subsequent reserve
connection placement.
This process is continued, placing one reserve connection
per iteration, until there is no more cost benefit. If all repair
times have been increased by a factor of, for example, 105, all
nodes will end up having a backup supply. Even if this is not
technically feasible for a given candidate network, one must
remember that this is all occurring in the context of a network
planning algorithm that will keep modifying the underlying
radial network until the total cost of the full solution network
converges to a minimum; i.e., the cajoling that takes place in
this process will ensure that the solution is a network that can
have the required backup.
Fig. 2 illustrates the process of placing a candidate reserve
connection and the cost components that are taken into
account.
V.

SWITCH OPTIMIZATION

What happens here depends on the user preferences, but in
the context of generating networks that are as reliable as
possible, we will assume that all switch options are selected.
Reserve connections have now been placed converting the
underlying network to an either partially or fully looped
network. The full placement of default switches (usually the
default manual disconnectors that are supplied with ring main
units for cabled networks) when placing the reserve
connections is imposed because it does not seem logical (and
this is a heuristic argument that one may argue with) to go to
the expense of placing reserve connections if there would not
be adequate switching in the network to best make use of
them.
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Fig. 2. Placement of a reserve (backup) connection
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Once the reserve connections are in place, however, the
algorithm checks whether it is cost beneficial to upgrade,
downgrade or remove a switch entirely. This is done feeder by
feeder, going through all the switch positions. Any radial spurs
have the switch removed from the downstream end of each
line section. The business of optimizing switch types is far
from trivial, requiring a sequence of functions that analyze the
change in outage costs due to each candidate modification of
the switch topography in the network.
Once switch modification has commenced, the switching in
the network is no longer homogeneous, and so it is necessary
to evaluate the outages in terms of, for a fault or reclosing on
each line section of the network, which nodes experience an
interruption (all nodes downstream from the closest upstream
circuit breaker to the faulted line section), which nodes
experience a loss of supply for the automatic switch time,
which nodes experience a loss of supply for the manual switch
time and fmally, which nodes must wait for switching and
repair before their supply is restored.
A function known as SwitchPositions fmds the switch
positions relevant to a given fault position in terms manual
switch location, remote (automatic) switch location and CB
location. The function AfJectedNodes then establishes, for a
given fault position, which nodes are affected and for how
long they are affected. Fig. 3 illustrates this process for a
simple network section.

The
DeltaOutageCostComprehensive
function
then
combines this information with the CIC values for each
affected node to produce the change in the outage costs. The
modification that produces the best change, taking into
account the savings or extra expense in switch investment
costs is chosen, and when there are no more improvements for
a given main feeder, the next feeder is investigated. If the
default switches are manual, the order of switch modification
is: check if any manual switches are non-cost-effective, check
if any of the remaining manual switches would benefit from
upgrade to automatic, check whether there are now any more
non-cost-effective manual switches, and finally, check
whether it is cost effective to upgrade any switches to network
circuit breakers.
VI.

RESULTS

Figs. 4 to 6 illustrate the close to optimum placement of
switching on a close to optimum solution network for a rather
sparse and lightly loaded suburban underground cable
network, i.e., this network is at the end of the complex
iterative optimization process that forms the full network
planning algorithm of which outage mitigation in terms of
reserve connection and switch placement is but a part, albeit a
very important part. The costs of these networks are
summarized in Table I.
TABLE 1
COST SUMMARIES FOR NETWORKS IN FIGS. 4 TO 6
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Total Costs (€)
Inv. Costs (€)
Loss Costs (€)
In!. Costs (€)
Loop ratio (%)
Man. switches

3 433 529
1 992 634
62 004
I 378 891
0
143

2 364 887
2 121 063
62 004
181 820
100
159

2 349 686
2 174 423
62 004
113 258
100
136

Rem. switches
Netw. CBs.
Time (min)
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0
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Fig. 3. Assessing the nodes affected by a fault in the indicated line section
and for how long they are without supply. The affected nodes also experience
an interruption. x represents an automatic switch, which means the open
switch is also automatic

Fig. 4. A radial network with manual switches (-) at each end of each line
section. Primary substations (110 / 20 kV) are represented by D and secondary
(20/0.4kV) substations are represented by •.
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Fig. 5. A backed up network with manual switches at each end of each line
section

Fig. 6. A backed up network with switches optimized, including manual
and automatic (x). Open points are marked by the symbol 0

(-)

Fig. 7. A radial network with no outage cost consideration

Fig. 8. A radial network with outage cost consideration but no backup

The final series of simulations, the costs of which are
summarized in Table II, provide the justification for this paper
by illustrating the need to comprehensively consider reliability
in network planning algorithms.
TABLETT
COST SUMMARY OF MY NETWORKS IN FIGS. 5 TO 7 AND 9

Fig.7

Fig. 8

Fig. 9

Total Costs (€)
Inv. Costs (€)
Loss Costs (€)
In!. Costs (€)
Loop ratio (%)
Man. switches

3 727 399
1 088 053
89 757
2 549 589
0
0

2 577 418
1 258 725
78 200
1 240 492
0
21

2 076 107
1 702 082
68 III
305 915
77
49

Rem. switches
Netw. CBs.
Time (min)

0
0
3

17
0
6

21
0
9
Fig. 9. A network with optimal backup and optimal switching
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VII.

DISCUSSION

The results are perhaps not surprising, but quantify the
main themes of this paper for a simple MV distribution
network. Figs. 4 to 6 are based on the same underlying radial
network (Fig. 4) for the fully looped solution, and simply
illustrate the process of applying backup connections to a
radial network assuming full default switching, so as to make
the most benefit of the backup (Fig. 5), followed by the
optimization of the switching (Fig. 6). If the user wishes,
backup can be stipulated to be only between different primary
substation areas, so that the network is protected against
primary substation faults, depending on the security and
redundancy levels in the primary substations.
Figs. 7 to 9 show the effect on topography of considering
reliability. This network can be considered a rather sparse and
lightly loaded suburban underground cable network. The main
difference between the radial network in Fig. 7 with no outage
consideration and the radial network in Fig. 8 which mitigates
outage with optimal switching but without backup connections
is a greater level of branching to reduce the impact of faults.
Each primary substation connection costs €30 000, which
discourages sectionalizing by creating more main feeder
connections. When backup is allowed in Fig. 9, new primary
substation connections are required so that feeders can handle
the extra power flow requirements during contingencies, and
Fig. 9 can in turn be compared with the fully looped solution
in Fig. 6.
An example of the implicit heurism we have had to imbed
in our algorithm has been mentioned in this paper, i.e., the
assertion that it is reasonable to locate reserve connections
assuming full default switching, before removing or upgrading
switching. We would stress that the algorithm as a whole does
not require external heurism on the part of the user,
presumably a network planner, unless they so desire. The user
can stipulate required network connections, around which the
algorithm will optimize the rest of the network. Of course
establishing the initial parameters for any network
optimization is the job of an experienced network planner, and
this should be done with great care, as specific parameters will
result in specific network topology, as the algorithm copes
with node specific and geographically specific parameters.
Once the parameterization has been done, however, the
algorithm does its job automatically, so in that sense it is not a
heuristic algorithm.
The problem with a paper of this nature, which claims to
achieve close-to-optimum solutions in reasonable computation
times, is with what to compare our solutions with. We have a
random kicking process that is not used in these simulations.
This process is very time-consuming, but does give us some
indication of where the elusive optimum solution is, and we
assure the reader that the solutions in this paper are within 23% of the theoretical optimum. For the purpose of showing
how we mitigate outage costs, the simulations shown in this
paper are single-stage Greenfield plans, without geographical
background maps. The algorithm fully incorporates a map
interpretation algorithm developed by the 3rd author, that
supplies the planning algorithm with geographically based

internodal data, covering: internodal distances, fault
frequencies, reclosing frequencies (for overhead lines), line
types, fixed cost adjustments for more difficult or easy than
standard installation and repair times (which include local
switching and earthing procedures).
Finally, the first author can be contacted for the input data
used in these simulations, to enable other research teams to
compare their algorithm performance with ours, should they
wish to do so.
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